Random lasing from granular surface of
waveguide with blends of PS and PMMA
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Abstract: Lasing from a planar waveguide with the blend of
Polystyrene(PS): Poly-methylmethacrylate(PMMA) doped with tris(8
-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum(Alq3) and 4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-tertbutyl-6(1,1,7,7-tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H-pyran(DCJTB)
was
investigated. Due to phase separation of the blend of PS:PMMA during the
solvent evaporation process, a waveguide with granular surface was
obtained, which has 2D island-like nanostructures with diameters ranging
between 200 and 400 nm and heights at about 25 nm. Pumped by a YAG
laser with wavelength of 355nm, a significant random lasing was observed.
Compared to the amplified spontaneous radiation (ASE) of planar
waveguides with only PMMA or PS doped with Alq3:DCJTB prepared
under the same conditions, the lasing threshold of the former is decreased by
about 5 times, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is reduced to
1.7nm from 12~15 nm. Our experiments show a promising method to
achieve lower threshold for organic lasers.
©2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (140.0140) Laser and laser optics; (140.5960) Semiconductor lasers; (230.7390)
Waveguides,planar; (290.4210) Multiple scattering.
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1. Introduction
Random lasers, which are formed by strong scattering in disordered gain systems, have
attracted much attention in both theoretical and experimental areas for their potential
applications as micrometer-scale laser sources, as remote sensors, and in optical storage [1–6],
because of their extreme simplicity, low cost and robustness in operation. Many optical
materials were reported for the random lasing, such as powders of solid-state luminescent and
laser crystals [7–9], liquid laser dyes with scatterers [10,11], polymeric films with and without
intentionally introduced scatterers [12–15], ZnO scattering films and nanoclusters
[2,16],dye-infiltrated opals [13,17], porous media infiltrated with liquid crystals with dyes
[18–20] and many others[21-23].
In this Letter, we reported random lasing emission form a waveguide with a granular
surface made of spin-coated Polystyrene(PS): Poly-methylmethacrylate(PMMA): tris(8hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum(Alq3):4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-tert-butyl-6(1,1,7,7tetramethyljulolidyl-9-enyl)-4H-pyran(DCJTB) blend film. PS/PMMA blend is a well-known
immiscible combination, whose bulk and surface phase separation has been observed since
1996 [24]. By spin-coating process, without doping nanoparticles in host materials, we
obtained a 2D granular nanostructure with diameters of about 200-400 nm and heights of about
25 nm due to phase separation of PS/PMMA during the solvent evaporation process. Compared
to the waveguides with only PS or PMMA doped by dyes, the waveguide of the blend of
PS:PMMA doped by dyes exhibited excellent random lasing action with lower threshold.
2. Sample preparation and experimental setups
The samples were fabricated as follows: First, chloroform was used to prepare the polymer
solutions of PS, PMMA and their blends doped by Alq3 and DCJTB with solution concentration
of 20mg/ml. The ratios of polymer solutions are 100:100:3.5wt for the PS or PMMA doped
with Alq3:DCJTB, and the ratio of for the blends of PMMA and PS as host was optimized to be
30:70:100:3.5wt. Then, the planar waveguide were prepared by spin-casting blend solutions
under ambient conditions onto a glass substrate, which was rotated at 2000 r.p.m for 30 second,
and finally, the spin-coated films were annealed at 70°C (slightly greater than the boiling point
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of chloroform and lower than glass transition temperatures of PS and PMMA) for 30 minutes in
an oven. The structures of three samples prepared are shown as the follows:
Sample A: glass/PS:Alq3:DCJTB(100:100:3.5wt)/air
Sample B: glass/PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB(100:100:3.5wt)/air
Sample C: glass/PS:PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB(30:70:100:3.5wt)/air
Among them, Sample A and B were used as control devices to compare with Sample C. In
these samples, the glass substrate, polymer layer and air formed an asymmetric three-layer
planar waveguide. Film thickness and refractive index of the three samples were measured by
Ellipsometry (SE MF-1000, Korea). Surface topography of the films was characterized by an
AFM (NT-MDT, Russia) under ambient conditions. PS (Mw=250K) and PMMA (Mw=350K)
obtained from ACROS and Alfa Aesar, whose glass transition temperatures were 93°C and 150
°C respectively, were used in the experiment.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of configuration of PS:PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB waveguide and
excitation-detection. (b) A photograph of emission when the pump energy is above threshold.

The samples were pumped by a YAG laser (355nm/5.55ns/10Hz) (Surelite I, Continuum
Corp., USA). Through a pinhole filter, a slit and a cylindrical lens, the laser beam formed a
stripe with the size of 7mm×1mm, and was perpendicular to the surface of the samples. Edge
emission spectra were measured by Fiber Optic Spectrometer (Ocean Optics SpectraSuite,
USB2000), as shown in Fig. 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows a photograph of the emission when the
pump energy is above threshold. The lasing FWHM, threshold and peak quality factor (Q
value) were measured. All measurements were carried out under ambient environment.
3. Results and discussion
In our experiments, we chose Alq3 doped laser dye DCJTB as the gain medium. The PL
spectrum of Alq3 and absorption spectrum of DCJTB possess larger overlap, indicating that the
effective Forster energy transfer from Alq3 to DCJTB should exist. By doping DCJTB into
Alq3, the concentration quenching effect is reduced, and the distance between emission peak
and absorption peak is wider, so the self-absorption is avoided and the laser threshold is also
greatly reduced [25,26].
The refractive index of the glass substrate is 1.51. The thickness and refractive index of the
three samples measured by Ellipsometry were shown in Table 1, which are greater than the
refractive index of glass(n=1.51) and air (n=1.0). Thus, the glass substrate, organic thin film
layer and air formed an asymmetric three-layer planar waveguide.
Table 1. The Thickness and Refractive Index of the Three Samples.

Samples
Sample A: glass/PS:Alq3:DCJTB
Sample B: glass/PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB
Sample C: glass/PS:PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB
*
The measured value of the different areas.

Thickness(nm)
264.2
274.6
210.7~231.1*

Refractive index
1.59
1.60
1.58~1.61*

Figure 2 shows the surface morphologies of the three samples measured by AFM. The
surface of Samples A and B is quite smooth (whose RMS roughness is 0.29nm and 0.24nm,
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respectively), while that of Sample C is granular, which has 2D island-like nanostructures with
diameters ranging between 200 and 400 nm and heights at about 25 nm. Figure 2 (c2) is the 3D
AFM image of sample C. The island- and sea-like matrixes in Fig. 2(c1) and (c2) were
composed of PMMA- and PS-rich phases, in which the island-like is PMMA-rich phase and the
sea-like is PS-rich phase, respectively. During the spin-casting process, since the solvent
evaporates relatively fast, the polymer chains are generally frozen in the thin films before
reaching a thermodynamically stable state. Although PS has a marginally lower surface free
energy than PMMA, due to a higher solubility of the PMMA in the chloroform, PS is more
quickly depleted from the solvent and solidifies first onto the substrate and PMMA tends to stay
longer in the liquid phase and forms a second layer at the surface [24,27,28], thus forming a
granular surface structure on the glass substrate.

Fig. 2. AFM images of the three samples: (a) Sample A, (b) Sample B and, (c1,c2) Sample C

Figure 3 shows how the pump energy can affect ASE spectra, input-output intensity and
FWHM of Samples A, B and C. Clearly, as shown in Fig. 3(a2), there is a threshold about
1.86mJ/cm2 in the input-output curve of Sample A. Above this threshold, the FWHM drops
from ~150nm of PL Spectroscopy to about 15nm. Similar to Sample A, as shown in Fig. 3(b2),
there is a clear threshold in the input-output curve of Sample B too, and the threshold is about
1.80mJ/cm2; above the pump energy threshold, the FWHM drops to about 12nm, slightly
narrower than that of Sample A. This is probably because Sample B is slightly thicker than
Sample A and the refractive index of Sample B is slightly greater than that of Sample A, so
there is a slightly larger gain and waveguide constraint of light radiation, resulting in an
decrease of ASE threshold and FWHM.
The lasing action of Sample C was shown in Fig. 3(c1). The main differences of Sample C
and Samples A and B is that there are many sharp peaks in the emission spectra from Sample C,
instead of the smooth line profiles shown in Fig. 3(a1) and Fig. 3(b1). The wavelength of the
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sharp peaks depends on the sample position we choose to excite, which is a distinct signature of
random lasing actions. Figure 3(c2) clearly shows a threshold behavior: above the pump
threshold, multiple sharp peaks emerged in the emission spectrum, and the emission intensity
increased much more rapidly with the pump power. The lasing threshold is about 341.6µJ/cm2,
far less than that of Samples A and B, and the laser FWHM above threshold is reduced to
1.7nm, far narrower than that of Samples A and B too. Limited by the spectral resolution
(0.35nm) of Fiber Optic Spectrometer used in our experiment, the smaller details of the
spectrum cannot be observed. Figure 4 shows the edge emission spectra at different excitation
intensity, form which significant characteristics of random lasing can be observed clearly.

Fig. 3. Edge emission spectra, intensity and FWHM of the three samples plotted as a function of
pump energy

The highest peak of each emission spectra in Fig. 4 was measured, the peak wavelength,
FWHM, and the quality factor (Q value) of random laser peak was calculated too, the calculated
results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen from Table 2, below the laser threshold, the
FWHM of spectra is wide and the Q value of each peak is low; above the laser threshold, the
FWHM decreases rapidly, and the Q value factor increases rapidly to the maximum value
380.79 (limited by spectrometer resolution), almost 7-9 times larger than the highest quality
factors (43.33 and 53.68, respectively) of Samples A and B, while the laser threshold is reduced
to about 1/5 of Samples A and B. In addition, we also found that the laser wavelength has a little
blue-shift with the increase of excitation intensity in Sample C. It maybe due to getting enough
gain with shorter scattering path at higher excitation intensity, and form a corresponding shorter
random micro-cavity which leads to a blue-shift of laser wavelength.
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Fig. 4. Random lasing action of Sample C with the increase of excitation intensity
Table 2. The Peak Wavelength, FWHM and Quality Factor of Random Laser of Sample C.
λp (nm)

650.45

652.16

649,76

641.15

641.50

647.35

643.22

FWHM(∆λ)(nm)

25.0

16.5

3.5

1.8

2.2

1.7

2.3

Q(λp/∆λ)

26.02

39.52

185.65

356.19

291.59

380.79

279.66

The random lasing in Sample C was considered to be from the random scattering generated
by 2D granular nanostructure on the surface of the waveguide, which arise form phase
separation of PS/PMMA blend. Because of the short scattering mean free path in the
PS/PMMA blend film, the emitted light is strongly scattered, and closed loop paths can be
formed through multiple scattering. These loops could serve as ring cavities for light and the
ring cavities formed by recurrent scattering have different loss. When the pump intensity
increases, the gain reaches the loss first in the low-loss cavities. Then laser oscillation occurs in
other cavities, and the lasing wavelengths are determined by the cavity resonances. Laser
emission from these resonators results in a small number of discrete narrow peaks in the
emission spectrum. This is similar to ZnO powder thin film prepared by Cao et al. [2,16]. Apart
from the trapping of light by multiple scattering, the additional feedback from the surface
boundaries of the samples is expected to be an important factor [3]. Compared to the previous
reports, such as the random lasing from the nano-particles, ZnO,TiO2,SiO2,and so on, the
scattering centers in the blends of PS:PMMA were easily formed especially on the larger area
planar waveguide for the further random lasers with lower cost. In addition, the laser
characteristics can be easily tuned by varying the shape and size of the granules on the
waveguide surface.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we reported random lasing emission form a waveguide with a granular surface
made of spin-coated PS:PMMA:Alq3:DCJTB blend film due to phase separation of PS/PMMA
during the solvent evaporation process. Compared to the ASE of planar waveguides of PMMA
or PS doped by Alq3:DCJTB prepared under the same conditions, the lasing threshold of the
former decreased by about 5 times, and the FWHM is reduced to 1.7nm from 12~15 nm. Our
demonstration showed a simple and easy way to achieve organic random lasing with the lower
threshold for the further applications.
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